In this paper, a generalized instrumental variable (GIV) identification method based on a UD factorization is proposed for closed-loop systems with colored noise. The major characteristic of the proposed approach is that all the parameter estimates and the corresponding loss function values for both forward and backward path models with orders possibly from zero to n can be obtained simultaneously after a single step of UD factorization. The identification accuracy properties, in terms of the covariance matrix of the parameter estimates, are investigated and illustrated via simulation examples.
INTRODUCTION
The least-squares principle is widely used for data fitting in almost all engineering and scientific fields and applications such as solving statistics equations, signal processing and system identification. It has been the dominant approach for parameter estimation for many decades, owing to its theoretical simplicity and implementation convenience. However, most of the existing least-squares methods identify the model order and parameters separately (Fang and Xiao, 1998) . One common way is to separately identify the model parameters and loss functions for all possible orders from 0 to n, where n is the maximum possible order of the model. An appropriate model order is then determined by examining the loss function values. Nevertheless, a main drawback for such methods is the high computational cost for large n values. Yet the poor numerical performance in the case of illconditioned coefficient matrices is another well-known problem of the least-squares approaches.
Niu et al. presented a decomposition-assisted least-squares method, termed as augmented upper diagonal identification (AUDI) algorithm, to simultaneously identify all models with orders from zero to n for open-loop systems (Niu et al., , 1996 . By utilizing UD factorization, parameter estimates for all models with orders from zero to a sufficiently large n, as well as the corresponding loss function values, can be produced in the resulting matrices U (the parameter matrix) and D (the loss function matrix), respectively. In addition, by exploiting the UDU T factorization technique, the AUDI algorithm is found to attain improved numerical properties.
It is worth mentioning that only the odd columns of the parameter matrix and loss function matrix are extracted in the AUDI algorithm. In other words, the physical significance of the even columns is still left unexplored for open-loop identification. Motivated by this, the problem of simultaneous determination of bi-directional path models for a closed-loop system is investigated by Jiang et al.(2015a) , where a novel closed-loop identification algorithm named interleaved data pair upper diagonal (IDPUD) was presented which utilizes both the odd and even columns of the parameter matrix and loss function matrix.
The above method is suitable for white noise cases; however, the noise in most industrial processes is usually colored. The instrumental variable (IV) algorithm is an attractive tool to handle colored noise in system identification. Its main idea is to select proper instrumental variables which are independent of colored noise sequences to obtain unbiased estimation of parameters. The IV technique for system identification has received much attention for several decades. For example, Stoica and Söderström (1983) and Stoica et al. (1985) are some early works in the engineering literature, and some more recent results have been reported in Gilson and Van den Hof (2005) , Laurain et al. (2010) and Söderström (2011) . In Jiang et al. (2015a) , the authors extend the IDPUD method by incorporating the IV technique to simultaneously estimate bidirectional path models in a closed-loop system with colored noise. In this paper, we further extend the method in Jiang et al. (2015a) to a generalized instrumental variable (GIV) type to achieve more accurate estimates under appropriate choices of particular design variables (namely, instruments, number of instruments, weighting matrice and prefilters). The accuracy of the estimated GIV model, measured in terms of the covariance matrix of parameter estimates, could be largely influenced by the user's choices of the aforementioned design variables. Therefore, a theoretical investigation on the accuracy aspects of the proposed GIV-IDPUD approach will also be provided in this paper.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, the investigated problem is formally stated. The GIV-IDPUD algorithm is proposed for the ARMAX process in the presence of colored noise in Section 3, where its identification accuracy properties are also investigated. The effectiveness of the proposed algorithm is demonstrated by numerical examples in Section 4, followed by concluding remarks in Section 5.
PROBLEM FORMULATION
A closed-loop process with two data collection ends is considered, as given in Fig. 1 . The forward and backward paths with x and y being the corresponding outputs are modeled by the following linear time-invariant systems (1) (1 ) 
In the above expressions, eqs. (1a) and (1b) The following assumption is imposed.
Assumption 1 (Anderson and Gevers, 1982) . There exists a delay somewhere in the loop, that is, The problem of simultaneous identification of both the forward and backward paths for the closed-loop process with colored noise in (1a)-(1b) is investigated in this paper.
ALGORITHM FOR THE GENERALIZED INSTRUMENTAL VARIABLE BASED CLOSED-LOOP SYSTEM IDENTIFICATION
Inspired by the idea of the extended-IV method (Gilson and Van den Hof, 2005; Söderström, 2011) , the IV-IDPUD identification algorithm in Jiang et al. (2015a) will be extended to achieve more accurate estimates by incorporating the generalized instrumental variable technique in this section.
More details of the IV-IDPUD method can be found in Jiang et al. (2015a) . Similar to IV-IDPUD, a multiple model structure with respect to the forward and backward path models with orders from 0 to a sufficiently large n will be first formulated. Then an interleaved information matrix (IIM) will be constructed with the aid of generalized instrumental data vector. By implementing UD-factorization on the IIM, it will be shown that all the parameter estimates and the corresponding loss function values for both forward and backward path models with orders from zero to n can be generated simultaneously.
Multiple Model Structure
Define an interleaved data vector as
with n chosen to satisfy
From Jiang et al. (2015a,b,c ), a multiple model structure corresponding to both forward and backward paths with model order form 0 to largely n by utilizing IV estimators can be formulated as follows.
where
and
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The odd entries of the parameter matrix  , i.e., 
θ , correspond to the parameter estimates of the forward path model with order i (i=0,1,2,...,n); The even entries of the
the parameter estimates of the backward path model with order i (i=0,1,2,...,n). In addition, the odd and even entries of Similar to extended IV methods (Gilson and Van den Hof, 2005; Söderström, 2011) , an generalized instrumental data vector GIV ( )
where 2 2 g n n > + and GIV ( ) k φ is chosen to satisfy (9) [ ]
has full rank
Left-multiplying both sides of (5) 
We define 
, , , 
GIV-IDPUD Based on the UD Factorization
An interleaved covariance matrix (ICM) is then defined as
Accordingly, an interleaved information matrix (IIM) is defined as
Decompose this IIM into
where D is a diagonal matrix and U is a unit upper triangular matrix. The following results are derived. D is obtained. Property 1 Jiang et al., 2013) . For (9a) and (9b), when N → ∞ , the diagonal entries on odd and even columns of
and 
Identification Accuracy Properties
The identification accuracy produced by GIV estimation methods is considerably influenced by the selection of the instrumental variable vector GIV ( ) k φ , the number of instruments n g , the weighting matrix W and the prefilter L(z). Optimal GIV estimators leading to the minimum covariance matrix of parameter estimates have been investigated substantially, e.g., Gilson and Van den Hof (2005) , Stoica and Söderström (1983) and Stoica et al. (1985) . One interesting result from those works is that, in the optimal GIV case, the minimum variance is achieved without introducing any additional instruments, i.e., taking the number of IFAC DYCOPS-CAB, 2016 June 6-8, 2016. NTNU, Trondheim, Norway instruments to be the same as that of parameters to be identified. Note, however, that if the instruments GIV ( ) k φ are given a priori (i.e., a specific IV method), then by careful choice of additional instruments, it is possible to improve the accuracy of the parameter estimates (Stoica et al., 1985) .
It should be pointed out that the optimal GIV estimator can only be obtained under the condition that the true noise dynamic is exactly known. Thus, optimal accuracy cannot be achieved in practice (Gilson and Van den Hof, 2005) . In this section, the estimation performance is investigated in the latter case on how to construct additional instruments properly to improve the accuracy of the parameter estimates. More concretely, the identification performance of GIV-IDPUD will be studied in comparison with IV-IDPUD. That is, the first (2n+2) IVs The condition of selecting additional instruments that enables the accuracy of each coefficient estimated by GIV-IDPUD to be higher than that of IV-IDPUD is presented in the following theorem. 
where 
Proof：From Theorem 1, the estimated parameters  IV θ and
From Jiang et al. (2015a) and Söderström and Stoica (1983) , the parameters  IV θ estimated by IV-IDPUD satisfy
From (19), we obtain
it can be obtained that
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From (29) and (30), it follows that
Eq. (31) can further be written as
that is,
Similarly, we can also obtain
Note that for ease of expression, the design variables W and L(z) are not considered in Theorem 2, i.e., W=I, and L(z)=1. When the two design variables are incorporated, the analysis is similar.
SIMULATION STUDY
In this section, a simulation example is utilized to illustrate the effectiveness of the GIV-IDPUD algorithm. The same example is further used to validate when the additional instrumental variables 
GIV-IDPUD
Consider the following closed-loop (x, y) process with colored noise sequences ( ) 
The reference signal sequence r(k) is a deterministic sequence that is generated by a pseudo random binary signal with the value 1 + or 1 − ; and the colored noise ( ) 
k r k r k r k
The maximum possible order is taken as 3. Performing the IV-IDPUD algorithm, the results are as follows. diag[158 , 10.0, 40 , 9.9, 3.9, 9.9, 3.3 
By observing the trends of the odd and even diagonal entries of  , the orders of forward path and backward path models can be identified as 2 and 0, respectively. Therefore the parameter estimates of the forward path model are in the Table 1 . ( 1) ( 2) ( 8) 
The identification experiments of system (33) were repeated 100 times by using IV-IDPUD and GIV-IDPUD algorithms IFAC DYCOPS-CAB, 2016 June 6-8, 2016 . NTNU, Trondheim, Norway respectively. The comparison of the two methods is shown in Table 2 , where the norm is defined as: 
It can be seen from Table 2 that the accuracy of each coefficient estimated by the GIV-IDPUD algorithm is better (smaller variation) than that of the IV-IDPUD algorithm, which is consistent with Theorem 2. 
